TREATING CANCER WITHOUT SURGERY, CHEMOTHERAPY OR RADIATION

by Dr. William Donald Kelley

Dr. Kelley is director of the College of Metabolic Medicine in Winfield, Kansas. He is a metabolic researcher and creator of four of holistic medicine's most advanced concepts: Non-specific Metabolic Therapy; the Science of Optimum Health; Metabolic Ecology; and Metabolic Typing, hailed as the most important nutritional discovery in the last 150 years by the Price-Pottenger Foundation. Dr. William Kelley graduated from Baylor University, University of Alabama and University of West Virginia in dentistry, orthodontics, chemistry, physiology and nutrition. Dr. Kelly is the author of Cancer: Curing the Incurable.

In 1900, only one in 8,000 people developed cancer. Now the cancer rate has increased to one out of two in men and two out of three in women. Very early in the 1960's I was given two months to live. I had terminal pancreatic cancer with metastases to the liver and everywhere else. Shortly thereafter, my wife Sue and I developed a cancer paradigm, and here I am almost 40 years later to tell you about it. In the 38 years since I cured myself of terminal pancreatic cancer, I have guided some 33,000 cancer victims to health. At least once or twice a week, everywhere I go, people I have treated more than 20 years ago come up to me and say, "Do you remember me? You treated me 25 years ago." You have to do it yourself. You have to take your enzymes. You have to take your supplements. You have to take your coffee enemas. You have to do your liver flushes. You have to make changes in your diet. You will have to get well all by yourself.

WHAT CANCER IS NOT  Cancer is not those lumps and bumps that we have been programmed to fear. Cancer is not a malignant tumour mass which doctors in total error call cancer. Physicians do not know what cancer is, so how can they properly treat it? Physicians, both orthodox and alternative only know how to mistreat malignant tumour masses, blood and lymph abnormalities, which are not even cancer.

WHAT IS CANCER?  Cancer is a process, not an object. Everyone produces malignant tumour cells daily, and everyone's pancreas produces adequate pancreatin to digest the food they eat and the normally developing malignant tumour cells. It is when one's pancreas fails to produce the necessary pancreatin to accomplish both of these tasks that a disease process takes place, which is correctly called cancer. When the disease process occurs, one is not aware of it. It is so subtle it must progress from two to four years before your physician realizes you are in trouble. During the initial phase, you may complain of indigestion and weight loss. Eventually, a large malignant tumour mass forms. This malignant tumour mass is what the cancer victim and his physician in error, call cancer. The malignant tumour masses are not cancer, but simply malignant tumour masses. Cancer, then, is a disease process, or failure of your pancreas to produce adequate pancreatin to digest food and the normally developing tumour cells. I say normally because every day, everybody produces normally developing tumour cells. You can take a pinhead and touch anywhere in your body, inside or outside, and find trophoblasts, preplacental cancer cells waiting to
be turned on that can eventually develop into a malignant tumour mass. All it needs is a little stimulation by female hormones and that is the way it progresses from there. By the time you or your physician discover a malignant tumour mass, you have had cancer from two to eleven years.

**RECOVERY TIME** Cancer patients must have at least another six months of life to live and follow our metabolic program most carefully. If they survive for six months, there is an excellent chance for recovery. The recovery period is lengthy, and lasts about two years. Following, recovery, you have to take a metabolic support for the pancreatin for the rest of your life. Following this, the process of rebuilding the body takes place, which usually takes an additional two to four years. So you are in for a long haul if you want to get over cancer. You have to keep a constant vigil to remain free of cancer and malignant tumour masses.

**TREATMENT PROGRAM** The objective of our cancer cure program is to supply the body with adequate pancreatin to properly digest food, stop this disease process and rid the body of malignant tumour cells. This is the proper normal physiological method of taking care of the disease process we correctly call cancer. Without question, cancer is one of the simplest degenerative diseases to properly treat.

**CANCER AND COMMON SENSE** A diabetic going untreated will destroy his liver, kidneys, and lungs, develop a gangrenous limb, and go blind. The physician who performs the liver, lung, kidney transplant is not treating diabetes. The physician who prescribes insulin is not treating diabetes. But the diabetic who gives himself insulin and changes his diet, is properly treating his own diabetic condition. Consider the orthodox physician who uses surgery, radiation and chemotherapy. He is not treating cancer. Consider the alternative doctor who prescribes herbs, laetrile, vitamins and other concoctions. He is not treating cancer. These items may help something else in one's body but they are not going to treat one's cancer. Even should these doctors prescribe pancreatin for the cancer patient, they are not treating cancer. The cancer victim must treat himself by taking a safe, effective, uncontaminated form of pancreatin, pancreatic enzymes which have been carefully formulated in adequate dosages. In addition there must be a change in his *diet*. Our formulations and our diet meet the criteria needed to help the cancer patient.

**CANCER RECOVERY** Should any additional procedures be added to our cancer cure program, the survival rate is drastically reduced from our 97% cure rate to 52%. Adding everything you hear about to our program (mixing a number of treatment protocols) is not the way to recover from cancer.

**THE "DO-IT-YOURSELF" PROCESS** Only you, yourself, can properly treat cancer. Treating cancer is a process. In addressing cancer, what happens? *Pancreatin* digests the malignant tumour masses and cells into a liquid debris. This debris is then gobbled up by your white blood cells and removed from your body through the liver and through the kidneys, some through the skin in perspiration, and a little bit through nail and hair growth.

**UPON STARTING OUR CANCER CURE PROGRAM, SEVERAL MEASURABLE THINGS HAPPEN:**
*White blood cells increase in number,* which is very good, because they have to carry all this debris out of your body.
*Cancer markers become temporarily elevated,* which often scares both the cancer victim and the doctor. We consider elevated cancer markers to be a good sign for the following reason. The malignant tumour mass consists, in part, of cancer markers, which the doctors measure. Up to this point, most of the cancer marker material has been held within the tumour masses and the surrounding tissue. Usually it increases when the malignant tumour masses continue to grow and develop. However, upon starting our cancer cure program, the cancer markers are released into the blood stream as the masses are digested. This causes a high volume of cancer markers which appear in the blood stream temporarily from two to six months.
The malignant tumour masses swell. This is similar to what happens when you hit your thumb with a hammer. The body sends a defense clean-up crew into the site. This scares the physician and the patient as they falsely assume the tumour mass is growing.

FEELING BAD DURING RECOVERY

When the organs of detoxification become overloaded with debris, you feel really miserable, as if you were run over by a freight train. This lousy feeling is an indication that our metabolic program is working properly. If you do not feel lousy, either you are not taking the correct amount of pancreatin, or you don't have a lot of debris because your tumour mass is very small. Sometimes when a large tumour mass is surgically removed, you have a faster chance of recovery, but the problem is that they may remove everything in sight including all the lymph glands and that is a permanent total handicap. So if you go to the operating room, tell your doctor not to touch your lymph glands.

We expect all cancer victims taking our pancreatic enzymes to feel lousy or toxic, sore, headachy, lacking energy, nauseous, irritable, and have elevated temperature and flu-like symptoms. When this occurs it indicates your metabolic functions are working well. At this time we recommend that you stop taking our metabolic supplements or nutrients for five days. This allows your body and organs of detoxification time to remove this debris from your body. Then you must start a new cycle of metabolic supplements for an additional 25 days, or until you become so toxic you must stop for the five-day detoxification period.

This cycling must continue until you are free of malignant tumour masses. To maintain your state of health you must take a daily nutritional supplement, particularly the pancreatin, for as long as you choose to remain healthy.

CASE STUDY We had one medical doctor in Maryland, who had terrible bladder and colon cancer which had spread. They had done so many radiation treatments that her buttocks and her insides were a solid mass of scars. She was bed-ridden when she started our program about 2 1/2 months ago, but she was able to get out of bed in a month. She had lab tests about ten days ago and her liver functions were all over the chart and her medical doctor told her to come in to discuss a liver transplant. The patient called me and said, "What am I going to do?" And I said, "You are going to take two coffee enemas a day and stop your enzymes. Your body is totally loaded with this debris that your enzymes are digesting. You will take another test in ten days, and she did. She called me yesterday and told me her liver functions were all normal, and her doctor wants to know what in the hell she is doing.

PANCREATIN PRODUCTS We personally order the raw materials and we have laboratories which formulate and encapsulate the supplements according to our specifications.

Question: Dr. Kelley, could you please talk about the pancreatin products available at the health stores? Would that be a problem in terms of quality?

Answer: Our pancreatin supplements are about $2,500 a month for the first six to nine months and then it is drastically reduced. You can go to a health food store and get the strongest pancreatin you can buy, and it is about one fiftieth the strength of the pancreatin I make myself. The best prescription pancreatin is about one quarter the strength of the pancreatin I make. That will work on about 52% of the people. So if you want to chance it, and if your own pancreas is producing some pancreatin, take a pancreatin at the health food store. Ours is a strong, strong pancreatin. There is nothing on the market that is as strong except the formula SA plus and it is a little stronger.

Question: There are a number of other people who have said they have studied with you. Two of the best known are Jack Taylor and Nicholas Gonzalez and I have heard at various times that you have had some concerns about the way they have adapted your work.

Answer: I did my first seminar for medical doctors in Jack's office in Arlington Heights, Illinois. Jack does a pretty good job except that he doesn't use the correct pancreatin and that is the most critical part of the program.
Regarding Nick Gonzalez. He does not use the complete Kelley protocol and does not use the proper
pancreatin. He investigated our records for five years. The establishment has now given him 1.8 million
dollars to try to repeat my study. He never once attended my training for doctors and health professionals
and he is using a very ineffective pancreatin.

**DIET** Regarding the Gerson Therapy, if Charlotte Gerson would use our enzymes - she has the best diet,
the best detoxification in the market place - she would have a 97% cure rate, too. You need to follow the
Gerson diet or the Seventh Day Adventist diet, which is a pure vegetarian diet until you completely get
over your cancer. Then you can change your diet to your metabolic type. You cannot use hair analysis, you
cannot use blood type; you cannot use any laboratory tests to tell the metabolic typing that I originally
developed which has always been accurate. You have to do it by a questionnaire. The unfortunate thing
about metabolic typing is you go through all 12 metabolic types in 24 hours. It is easy to measure your
metabolic type; just get a metabolic type questionnaire from me.

Question: Does your product help any other diseases, specifically multiple sclerosis?
Answer: It sure does. Most of the degenerative diseases are helped by our program.

**SYNOPSIS OF THE KELLY PROGRAM:**
During the intensive phase the Kelley program consists of:
- a raw food vegetarian diet, raw juices, raw liver
- large doses of pancreatic enzymes as well as other nutritional supplements
- detoxification routines such as daily coffee enemas; sweat baths every 4 days; gallbladder/liver flushes
every 1-2 months

After the cancer has been arrested, the amount of animal protein intake is increased according to each
client's individual metabolism. The amount of pancreatic enzymes is gradually reduced and then levels off
to a maintenance level.

The client works directly with a trained metabolic technician (either in person, or on the phone). They meet
at least once per week to monitor the client's progress and answer any questions. The technician is also
available 24 hours 7 days a week for any emergency support needed.

Dr. Kelley's protocol also addresses any complicating factors related to dental problems that may be
compromising the client's recovery (e.g. mercury toxicity, root canals, cavitations.).

* * *

If you are interested in doing the Kelly program, please contact:
- Jewel Juriansz, RN, RNCP is a trained Metabolic Technician in the Kelly program. You may contact
  her in the Toronto area at 905-640-6775 or email healthybychoice@attglobal.net
If you are in British Columbia, supplements may be ordered from:
- Chuck Pinell in Kamloops, B.C. at 1-866-224-7111 toll free. Or email cpinnell@kamloops.net.

Dr. Kelly's book *Cancer: Curing the Incurable* ($40) and the booklet *Cancer Cure* ($4 - an excellent
introduction to the program) are available from Consumer Health Organization at 416-490-0986.